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Summary of The Polar Express

This Christmas story won the Caldecott Medal for its mysterious, softly luminous illustrations. The
narrator begins his story “on Christmas Eve, many years ago” during his boyhood. Upon hearing
sounds of steam and metal, he got out of bed to find a mysterious train in front of his house. He
boarded the train, bound for the North Pole, and found that it was filled with children singing
Christmas carols and eating candies.

The train sped through forests, up mountains, across plains, and finally stopped at the North Pole,
which turned out to be a huge city filled with toy factories. At the center of the city, hundreds of elves
had gathered for the presentation of the first gift of Christmas. Santa pointed to the narrator, who was
handed up by the conductor. When asked what he would like, the narrator asked for a silver bell from
Santa’s sleigh, which an elf cut from a reindeer’s harness. A clock struck 12, the conductor helped the
boy down from the sleigh, and Santa disappeared off in the air with his reindeer.

Back in the train the boy discovered, to his dismay, that the bell had fallen out of a hole in his pocket.
The boy was downhearted when the train dropped him off at home, but his spirits revived on
Christmas morning when his sister found a small box behind the tree, for in the box was the bell with
a note from “Mr. C.” Oddly, the boys parents could not hear the beautiful music the bell made, but
the boy and his sister enjoyed the beautiful sound. Over the years, the narrator tells us, his friends and
even his sister lost their ability to hear the bell, “but the bell still rings for me as it does for all who truly
believe.”

Prior to Reading

You may wish to choose one or more of the following pre-reading discussion questions/activities. Each
is designed to help students draw from their store of background knowledge about the events and
themes they will meet in the story they are about to read. 

Pre-reading Discussion Questions

On Christmas: What happens on Christmas Eve? What goes on at the North Pole? What job do the
elves have? What do the reindeer do? Do you celebrate Christmas? If so, what is your favorite thing
about Christmas? If Santa offered to give you any present you wanted, what would you ask for?

On Trains: Have you ever ridden on a train? What was it like? What did you see? How was it different
from riding in a car or bus? 

On Losing Precious Things: Have you ever lost anything special? How did you lose it? How did you
feel? Where did you look for it? Did you ever get it back again?
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Section 2 
(from “Soon there were no more lights...” to “There,” said the conductor, “is the North Pole.”)

Vocabulary
lean roller coaster plains
barren ice cap

Vocabulary Activity
Have students construct word maps for the target words. A sample map for “lean” is shown below:

Discussion Questions
1. Look at the picture with the wolves in it and flip back to the page before. How do your

feelings change as you look from one page to the other? Which page feels colder and lonelier?
(The one with the wolves.) Why? (It shows thin wolves in the dark, while the page before shows
happy children in a well-lit train.)

2 How can you tell that the train was going fast, and high? (“It seemed as if we would scrape the
moon...faster and faster...”) Can you think of another way to describe how high the climb into
those mountains seemed? How do you think the children on the train felt? (Probably thrilled,
but not really afraid, as when riding a rollercoaster.)

3. How was the Great Polar Ice Cap different from the high mountains? (The mountains were very
high; they turned into hills which turned into flat plains; the ice cap was very flat and bare.)

4. Prediction: What do you think the lights are from? What will the children see next?
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LEAN

thin fat

skinny, not chubby

Word used in a
sentence
My father is lean
because he exercises
a lot.

Synonym Antonym

Definition in own
words
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8. An even simpler “story grammar” for students who are just beginning to learn that stories
have a “beginning,” “middle,” and “end” might look like this:

9. A diagram that might be developed with children who have more proficiency in the use of the
terms setting, characters, plot, and resolution, might be:

The Polar Express

Beginning Middle End

The boy saw
the train,

boarded it, and
rode it to the
North Pole.

Santa gave the
boy a silver
bell, but he 

lost it.

The boy
returned home
and found the
bell under the
tree the next

morning.

The Polar Express

Settings train, forests,
mountains,
plains, North
Pole

Plot The boy takes a
train trip to the
North Pole to
receive a special
gift from Santa,
but loses it.

Characters Resolutionthe boy
the conductor
the other children
the elves, reindeer
Santa
the boy's parents
Sarah

The train returns
the boy home.

The boy finds the
gift under the
tree with a note
from Santa.
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